
 
 

MAE starts every relationship by first understanding what’s most important to you and your 
organization including your goals, needs and expectations. We work to understand your 
audience, reputation and history of communications. We familiarize ourselves with your 
communications tools, analyze your challenges and opportunities, and provide strategic 
direction for accomplishing your objectives. We provide coaching and assistance as-needed to 
grow audience engagement, increase conversions and contribute to your success. We assist 
with competitor analysis, reputation management, and digital communication for social media.  
 
 

Package #1 ($500)  
 

Creating A Bio, Developing and Regional Blog Posts - (posts on regional blogs in the East, 
Midwest, South or West) Initial Consulting Package - initial recommendations and suggestions 
for distributing and marketing your music Media Coaching - Conduct an interview with the talent 
and get quotes for the press release. Help with navigating the world of radio and print 
interviews, how to interview, what to say and not to say. How to plug your music tastefully, how 
to have entertaining dialogue with media. E Blast - (Press release blast to DJs, bloggers and 
industry professionals) Press Release - (fully interactive press release with links, images and 
embedded videos)  

 
● One Month Campaign Only (Artists Only) 

 
Package #2 ($1500)  

 
Creating A Bio, Developing and Regional Blog Posts - (posts on regional blogs in the East, 
Midwest, South or West) Top Tier: highly sought after sites Initial Consulting Package - initial 
recommendations and suggestions for distributing and marketing your music. Media Coaching - 
Conduct an interview with the talent and get quotes for the press release. Help with navigating 
the world of radio and print interviews, how to interview, what to say and not to say. How to plug 
your music tastefully, how to have entertaining dialogue with media. E Blast - (Press release 



blast to DJs, bloggers and industry professionals) Press Release - (fully interactive press 
release with links, images and embedded videos) Soundcloud/Audiomack Trending  

 
● Minimum of 3 Months 

● 1 Month upfront payment  
● 2 Months after bi- weekly payment is negotiable 

 
Package #3 ($3000)  

 
Creating A Bio, Developing and Regional Articles/Blog Posts - (posts on regional blogs in the 
East, Midwest, South or West) Top Tier: highly sought after sites Initial Consulting Package - 
initial recommendations and suggestions for distributing and marketing your music. Media 
Coaching - Conduct an interview with the talent and get quotes for the press release. Help with 
navigating the world of radio and print interviews, how to interview, what to say and not to say. 
How to plug your music tastefully, how to have entertaining dialogue with media. E Blast - 
(Press release blast to DJs, bloggers and industry professionals) Press Release - (fully 
interactive press release with links, images and embedded videos)  


